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THE FIRST
TIMER’S GUIDE
TO INDOCHINA
CAMBODIA AND VIETNAM ARE AN IDEAL
PAIRING FOR A TRIP ON A SHOESTRING.
HERE’S HOW TO SEE THESE COUNTRIES
WITHOUT BREAKING THE BANK
Words: Hannah Edensor

We sit in complete darkness, sipping sticky sweet coﬀee and
listening to the murmurs of thousands of people waiting for
the sun to rise. Khmer men and women weave in and out of the
throngs of tourists that wander aimlessly, straining to hear their
guides’ voice, and wondering if the 5am wake up was worth it.
The sky remains black for another 45 minutes, until
fi nally, a faint outline emerges against the pale pink sky.
The rising sun slowly illuminates the majestic icon, with its
scalloped towers and lotus bud shapes, while the murmur of
the masses grows louder.
We’d begun our journey a few days prior in Bangkok, meeting
equally impoverished travellers for 10 days of steaming street
food, historical storytelling and sweaty escapades.
Now in Cambodia, the grand Angkor Wat temple in Siem
Reap is every bit as beautiful as the brochures promised,
ref lecting onto the lake beneath it, and towering over us
with ancient beauty. It is the second stop on our tour with
G Adventures, which provides us with experiences we
couldn’t have dreamed of, all for under $1000.
The first journey is a four hour bus ride to
Aranyaprathet, at the Cambodian border. We watch the
bustling streets of Bangkok disappear, only to be replaced
by dirt laneways, rickety houses and barefoot children. Our
border crossing is on foot, lining up with locals and other
tourists, before boarding a private bus for the remaining
drive to Siem Reap.
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Modern-day Cambodia is the successor
state to the mighty Khmer Empire, which,
during the Angkorian period, ruled much of
what is now Laos, Thailand and Vietnam. But
following a relentless saga of tragedy, all that
remains of the mighty empire are the majestic
temples and local legends.
From the 13th century, neighbours steadily
chipped away at Cambodian territory, and in
the 20th century, a brutal civil war culminated
in the genocidal rule of the Khmer Rouge, a
tragedy from which Cambodia is still recovering.
Pol Pot ordered mass evacuations of the city,
abandoning the urban environment, with the
surviving part of the industrial base forsaken,
and the banking system discarded.
We continue to learn about the history from
our guide, and on our first night in Cambodia,
we visit G Adventures’ Planeterra-project
restaurant, attached to a local school and
medical centre. We’re treated to a meal prepared
by the students working in the restaurant, and
gorge on ginger and bean infused fish, banana
sago and fried cicadas.
But in another theme that fast becomes
a feature on our trip, we’re quickly whisked
away to the colourful Angkor night markets
of Siem Reap. Long lanes with mazes of stalls
lining each side draw us in with hand-painted
oil sketches, patterned harem pants, purses,

bags and incense. The sights, smells and
sounds overwhelm my naïve senses, and I’m
again reminded of how potent this culture is,
regardless of budget.
In each city we visit, our generous spirits
and hefty wallets are appealed to, with gaudy
bracelets, clunky silver, and an array of teapots
and homewares crammed into large halls with
high ceilings. We frequent these attractions,
drawn in by the heady incense and charming
Khmer phrases, visiting both the Central and
Russian markets in Phnom Penh, and the Cho
Ben Thanh in Ho Chi Minh City, and it’s these
myriad of goods that pry the most of my budget
from my hands.
But Angkor Wat is indisputably the
standout of the tour, although none of my
attempts to capture its beauty on camera
succeed. On the day we visit this resplendent
site, we are escorted by Alann, a boisterous
young lady the size of a ten year old. We
explore every inch of the Angkor Wat temples,
scaling slippery steps, admiring elaborate
etchings in the stones and weaving in between
pillars to enjoy the view over Siem Reap.
Nearly 2000 distinctively rendered apsara
carvings adorn the walls throughout the
temple, with mythological battles, historical
marches and scenes from heaven and hell
depicted across the walls.
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Despite having a tiny sum in my pocket, the tour
continues to provide us with more excuses to fall in
love with the country. Every smile, market stall and
temple tower engulfs our intrepid spirit, and I can’t
believe a fee just shy of a grand has gotten us here.
We drive over a wide moat into Angkor Thom,
the last capital of the Khmer Empire, first to visit
the Bayon temple, then Ta Prohm.
Bayon is a riot of intricate carvings, the
structures inside feeling more like a cubby house
than a temple, with its labyrinth of narrow
passageways and shadowy, hidden corners.
Ta Prohm is an enchanting discovery, hidden
beneath thick layers of shrubbery and fat, slithering
tree roots following centuries of abandonment. But
its biggest contemporary legacy is its cameo in the
Angelina Jolie film Tomb Raider.
On the recommendation of our guide, we
wrap up the day with some quad biking through
rural fields, dodging buﬀalo, potholes and school
children as they stream out of classrooms to wave.
The experience sets us back a mere $5.
Spending Christmas Eve in a country that
doesn’t celebrate it makes it feel like any other

day, and we join our tour family to dance through
a string of clubs and strong cocktails, again
costing us peanuts, before pouring ourselves into
bed around dawn.
It’s already day four, and we find ourselves
rattling along a jarring country road, with
Cambodia’s capital, Phnom Penh, waiting at the
other end.
If Angkor Wat was
the most mesmerising
highlight, Choeung Ek,
or the Killing Fields, is
the most challenging.
Making our way through
the terrain, we step
over fragments of bones
and scraps of clothing protruding from the
earth. Large mass graves are fenced oﬀ, and
the ground is littered with brightly coloured
bracelets and paper riel currency, a sign of hope
for the deceased.
In the centre of the Killing Fields is a
tall glass tower, filled with skulls and bones
recovered from the countryside; it’s just a small

fraction of the million plus lives that were ended
by Pol Pot’s regime. Our guide then takes us to
Tuol Sleng Museum, or Prison S-21, the former
school that was turned into an execution centre
by the Khmer Rouge.
As we walk through old classrooms, we see
photos of those killed, the makeshift cells built

[Ta Prohm’s] biggest contemporary
legacy is its cameo in the Angelina
Jolie film Tomb Raider.
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from splintering wood and crumbling stone, and
the blood stains left behind by the torture. We
also meet two men who survived the regime.
One of them, Chum Mey, shows us his scars,
and through an interpreter, shares his painful
memories of losing his family. Watching him
closely, I see a tear, barely discernible, tumble
down his cheek.
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PANDAW POWER

It’s a raw experience for any traveller, but
our G Adventures guide urges us to learn about
Khmer history, but not to get weighed down
by its darkness. The excursion was included as
part of our tour, and although confronting, it
is thoroughly moving and ultimately one of the
defining experiences of the trip.
Our next destination helps lighten the mood
– and our wallets – but it proves just the tonic
after the afternoon we’ve had.
Swamped with tourists, especially Britons,
Sihanoukville is known for its cheap, festive
diversions, and we lose yet another night
to cocktails, fire limbo, f luro body paint
and beach dancing. The following day we
hand over just $15, and dive headfirst into
glittering blue waters for a snorkelling day
trip, that includes lunch, a trip to the absinthe
distillery and glorious secluded beaches.
Budgets still strong, we clamber onto yet
another tour bus, and bid farewell to our coastal
nirvana, and after a few minor hitches with our
Vietnamese visa (we forgot to get one), we cruise
across the border into Vietnam.

Pandaw River Expeditions? It’s only
the longest running river cruise line in
South East Asia and operates 13 ships
that hold five to 30 cabins.
While the aim is generally bigger ships
and expansion, Pandaw bucks the
trend by getting smaller and smaller.
This means they can ply the waterways
bigger ships cannot during low tides.
The season for the Upper Irrawaddy
in Burma on the Zawgyi Pandaw with
10 cabins can cruise until March while
others operate only until November
due to low water.
The ships are replicas of colonial
steamers in teak and brass and they
are all inclusive with excursions, full
board, drinks and tipping included.
Pandaw have an easy booking tool
for travel agents with live availability
and instant confirmation at
www.pandaw.com

As we farewell the
kind faces of Cambodia
the diﬀerence in
Vietnam can be felt
immediately. Stunning
green pastures greet us,
and even in the small
villages of Can Tho, the
vegetation is lush.
We learn to cook
during a homestay, and
mosquitos, rats and stray
dogs aside, have the
kind of authentic travel
experience not seen in the
brochures. Before driving
on to Ho Chi Minh City,
our homestay host takes
us to the local markets on
the river.
Our boats bounce oﬀ neighbouring ones, as
locals throw goods in our face, and we once again sip
on sweet, condensed milk coﬀee for a scandalously
low price. Careering into the buzzing streets of Ho
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Chi Minh City, we’re hit
with a flurry of ways to
fill our final days, from
crawling through Cu
Chi tunnels to delving
deep into the history
of Vietnam’s wars, the
penny-pinching journey
revealing more than I ever
thought possible.
In my awe, I’m taken
back to the sunrise over
Angkor Wat, following the
distant voice of my guide
as the temple peaks move
shyly out of the shadows.
We might have forked
out less than a grand, but
we’ve taken the road less
travelled, seen inspiring sites, and above all, forged
lasting memories that defy any price tag.
G Adventures’ Cambodia on a Shoestring tour
starts from $719

